Reading into Writing
Brightstorm by Vashti Hardy

We all know that the best writers are readers. They have the bank of ideas, the control over their writing and the
flair, which often leaves you feeling you are reading the work of someone much older. However, in order for children
to become writers who draw upon their reading, they need to be explicitly taught how to raid quality texts. It is not
enough to get children to read and hope that osmosis takes care of the rest. After all, you don’t suddenly start
writing like Tolkien after reading The Hobbit! Children need to be taught to identify the writerly tools used to create
a particular effect. Furthermore, they need to have the grammatical knowledge to be able to use the tools accurately
and an inner writerly judge to analyse and critique the effectiveness of their language choices.

In July 2018, I tweeted about the book Brightstorm by Vashti Hardy. It went as follows:
This book has everything: explorers, mysteries to solve, a race to win, a world you’ll want to visit, magical creatures,
personal tragedy and an array of characters to love (and hate).
When reading a book, I always read as a reader in the first instance (as opposed to a writer) and enjoy the book for
what it is. However, I always know when I have come across a part that I want to use to support writing as it packs a
punch and stays with me. I’ll post it note the page, keep reading, and then return later to unpick the writerly tools
that the author has used to achieve a particular effect. I then have a bank of extracts and use them accordingly,
depending on what my focus for a unit of work is.
Brightstorm has fantastic examples of characterisation, suspense and action which can be used to support the
teaching of writing. When choosing extracts, I look for ones which demonstrate a particular writing tool that I want
to develop with the children – e.g. how to create a really effective character or setting. It can be tempting to try and
fix everything all in one unit, e.g. characterisation, suspense, openings, endings etc. However, rather than do
everything and not do it properly, it is important to focus on a key aspect and do it well, pass ownership of it to the
children and then see it transferred to their own writing - beyond the one you are currently working on. This is when
a long term whole school overview is crucial so that it is clearly mapped who will be doing what and when.
In Brightstorm, my favourite creations were the thought-wolves who are introduced to us properly in Chapter 20.
Wolves are in many great stories but I loved that Arthur, one of the main characters, could communicate with the
wolves through thoughts. It was a fresh and original idea and I could see that the description of the thought-wolves
would be fantastic to share with Key Stage 2 classes to inspire them and develop them as writers.

Context
The model that I used as a basis for this unit of work was The Door
by Pie Corbett. The Door was chosen due to the freedom it allowed
for. Talk for Writing is used from Nursery through to Year 6 at The
Ridge, meaning that by Years 5 and 6, children spend more time
raiding their reading to support their writing than learning the model
text like other year groups. The whole school overview ensures there
is a coverage of story types. These are embedded by Years 5 and 6 so
that rather than focusing on one plot structure e.g. rags to riches,
children produce stories which are hybrids, e.g. a portal story with a
warning at the start and a monster which must be overcome.
Confident writers shake hands with the model and very quickly make
the decision to wave goodbye to it. Although for less confident
writers, the model acts as a skeleton on which to hang their own
story.
For this particular unit of work, I combined the hook with the cold
task as children had completed a lot of writing previously during
invention week, and had recently been involved in writer conference
where they were able to meet and chat with either myself or a highly
skilled teaching assistant to discuss their writing and their next steps.

Teaching and Learning
For the hook, I took the class outside to the school shed and they
acted out being chased and having to rush inside. I explained
that things weren’t as they seemed and there was something or
someone inside the shed! At that point, we returned to the
classroom and children completed an ink waster style activity
where they wrote about who or what they had encountered. I
made sure to write at the same time so that they could see me
doing what writers do – pausing at times, re-reading to check the
tune of the text, proof reading, crossing out words (and
sometimes whole paragraphs), putting dots underneath great
words which were tricky to spell etc. It gets a bit competitive as
children are desperate to do a better job than you! However, it’s
very useful to do as it highlights any potential stumbling blocks
that children may encounter. If you as a competent writer find
something a challenge, then it is more than likely the children
will too!
Next, I revealed the rest of the model to the children so that they
could see who Marty had come into contact with. I then set the
children the challenge of creating their own creature. Following a
brief synopsis of Brightstorm, I then shared an extract with them.

This page was purposely chosen because of the way Vashti Hardy creates suspense and slows down the reveal of the
thought-wolves - the children were tending to jump straight in and reveal everything and then finding they had left
themselves with very little to explore. I shared the extract with the children line by line. This infuriated them – in a
good way! They were desperate to know who or what was out there! The line by line strategy ensured that they
were monitoring their own comprehension but were also appreciating the way that the reveal was being slowed
down and recognising the impact this had on them as readers. As soon as children had read to the end of the page
...Arthur glancing over his shoulder every few moments...I discussed with the children how Vashti Hardy had
achieved this and together we co-constructed the writerly tools they could identify which created suspense.

Once we had established what tools had been used by the author, we used the grammatical names where
appropriate. It’s not necessary to establish the word class of each word on the page but it is important to give the
grammar a context and prepare them for the demands of the end of Key Stage 2 GPS tests. For example, in this
extract, the use of the adverbs to indicate possibility, ‘It was probably the bang on the head...’ and ‘Maybe we
should go back.’ are important to point out as they show the characters’ uncertainty.
After co-constructing the tools with the children, I then used shared writing to show children how to transfer these
tools to their own writing. In preparation for the shared writing, GPS warm up games and activities were used, based
on my AfL and pitched to ensure personal targets and ARE were met. The brief was to slow down the reveal and
create suspense. Instead of Arthur from Brightstorm, I used Marty from The Door. The shared writing should be
pitched so that it challenges the very highest attaining writers and should be planned in advance so that the teaching
is clear. I make sure I know in advance which bits I want to slow down and linger on and which parts I can afford to
crack on with. Having said that, it is important to remember to trust the children to have the words and not stick too
closely to what you have planned (thanks Kathryn Pennington for those wise words). Equally as important is the
need to film yourself, reflect and refine accordingly. If you aren’t modelling writing you aren’t teaching writing (you
wouldn’t teach long division without ever modelling it!) so it is incredibly important to get it right!

This was followed up immediately by the children writing
independently. They went back to their cold/ink waster tasks
and edited and improved those pieces of work using the
Brightstorm extract and the associated tools they had acquired
from it. In order to test out the effectiveness of their writing,
children worked with a learning partner, put one book on top
of the other and then read as a reader considering questions
such as:
How does it sound when read aloud?
What am I picturing in my head when
reading it?
What do I like and dislike? Is there
anything that puzzles me?
What effect is this having on me as a
reader?
Then, using the toolkit for guidance,
children read again but as writers,
discussing the tools and techniques
that were used. The co-construction
of the toolkit gave them a structure to
discuss their own writing. Any
changes or revisions were decided
upon by the child whose work was
being looked at.

Now with the build up to the reveal addressed, it was time to share another extract from Brightstorm, this time
where the thought-wolves are revealed.

Again, comprehension was the first priority. Children used the Aidan
Chambers’ Book Talk headings as a basis for discussion. We always
start with likes and dislikes then move on to puzzles and patterns
and connections. However, over time, and very much led by the
children, we use point of view when referring to likes and dislikes as
it reminds everyone to consider the point of view of the author –
what do they think? What do they want the reader to think? We
have also tagged possibilities to puzzles so that when puzzles are
raised children are challenged to consider possible answers to their
puzzles. Dependent on the discussion, children might also talk about
‘Picture’ which is a bit of a catch all. In regards to picture we discuss
with children what they are picturing in their head but also use
picture as in, what is the big theme/idea/message?’ Book Talk is
used from Nursery to Year 6 so the quality of Book Talk at upper Key
Stage 2 is very good and a joy to observe.

Following Book Talk, dependent on AfL, I will either complete some
Isabel Beck style vocabulary work (I may have done this before the
Book Talk too) and will use active comprehension approaches to
deepen understanding. I also give either specific domain or mixed
domain sets of questions, dependent on my focus in reading. These
may be oral or written but are an organic way of using the language
of the SATs tests in lessons. If there are children who struggle with
word reading, they will have some extra sessions, which focus on
developing fluency of the extract.

Once I was confident that children had achieved
comprehension of this particular extract, we began
looking at it as a writer. Again, we co-constructed the
tools that had been used to create the characters.
Children then began to plan their own creatures.
I then used shared writing again to model how to use
the tools we had raided from Brightstorm to our own
writing. Children followed this up immediately by
writing independently.

Spoiler alert: the thought-wolves are not baddies, totally the opposite in fact! I didn’t share this with children until
after they had created and written about their own creatures. On reflection, I will share this with future classes as I
really like the way Vashti Hardy lulls you into thinking that the main characters were in danger and played on the
stereotypes of wolves before actually turning things around and making them heroes – another magpieable idea
that can be taken from Brightstorm. I think it would really challenge writers who are able to confidently move away
from the model text and have a different ending to their stories: a fake baddy that the reader thinks the main
characters have to overcome but in actual fact challenges stereotypes and helps them overcome the real baddies,
would be a great tool to add to their writing repertoire!

On reflection...
This work was produced by my Year 5 class last year and as soon as the unit was completed, Brightstorm went into
the class library and was always out on loan. It worked really well and demonstrated clear progress, which was
transferred to other units of work. It was a pleasure to read the writing they produced.
I would still use the same extracts with other Key Stage 2 classes but would be aware of the potential need to spend
longer lingering on the text by planning in more drama and vocabulary work to ensure children have achieved
comprehension of the extract before unpicking the writing tools. Unless children fully understand what they have
read, the tools will not be understand, and therefore owned by the children and won’t be applied to their writing.
The children whose work is included in this article are in Year 6 now. As a result of being exposed to quality texts
such as Brightstorm in both reading and writing lessons, they are a class of readers and are adept at identifying
extracts from the books they are reading independently, which they can then raid and use in their own writing. In
fact, their Year 6 teacher now tells them the focus (most recently they have done suspense and action because they
can have more than one toolkit focus now) and alongside the extracts she shares with them, sets them the task of
finding their own with the best ones being shared with the class as a whole. The use of quality texts to supplement
and support a Talk for Writing unit of work has resulted in truly independent writers who draw upon their reading
and have a clear idea in their head of what they want to achieve with their writing and how they can do it.

What next?
In the story, we find out that the wolves have had contact with Eudora Vain (the villainess of the piece). However,
we don’t get to read those scenes. Therefore, children could write an extra chapter for the story where the wolves
and Eudora Vain meet. Similarly, children could write the chapter again but instead switch and write from the
wolves’ perspectives rather than the children’s. Maybe, inspired by Fox Girl and the White Gazelle, get children to
split this section up so that it switches between the wolves and children’s perspectives. Children could also look at
how wolves are depicted in other stories and compare these to the thought-wolves. Use the Wolves of Willoughby
Chase, Eye of the Wolf, Wolves in the Walls or even get them listening to Peter and the Wolf.
In regards to non-fiction writing, the obvious choice would be to write an information text about wolves – check out
The Ways of the Wolf by Smriti Prasadam-Halls. However, they could also write about famous expeditions, design
and write about their own sky-ship, write the newspaper report about the expedition or write biographies about
famous explorers. With a quality book like Brightstorm, the ideas for how to use it to inspire and support writing are
endless!
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